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Background

Handling Widespread Parasites

Results

A crucial factor in the study of
coevolution is the specific evolutionary
adaptations of a parasite to successfully
inhabit its host [1].
• Often coevolutionary research has focused
on cases where parasites are constrained
to inhabiting a single host (high host
specify) however this level of precision
precludes many coevolutionary systems.
• We refer to systems which allow parasites
to inhabit multiple hosts (low host specify)
as the widespread parasites problem.
• The widespread parasites problem is
known to be difficult as the underlying
problem where parasites permitted only
one association is NP-Complete [2].

This method reduces the widespread
parasites problem to the case where
parasites are only permitted one
association through the construction of
association trees.
• Association trees are constructed to
maximize the number of solutions by
mirroring the host trees.

Comparing algorithms.
• To fairly compare the latest release of Jane
and this New Algorithm I have assembled a
wide range of biological data featuring
parasitism, mutualism and symbiosis, and
host-pathogen systems.
• Each algorithm runs within a metaheuristic
framework with the minimum cost solutions
recorded in Table 1.
Table 1: The minimum cost scores recovered
for both Jane 4 and the New Algorithm.
Data Sets

Jane’s Best New Algorithm’s
Solution
Best Solution

Set 1 [8]

67

29

Set 2 [9]

33

25

Previous Research

Set 3 [10]

52

40

Initial attempts at solving this problem
have focused on solutions only involving
failure to diverge events [3].
• To date the software tool Jane [4,5] is the
only application capable of solving the
widespread parasites problem, when the
internal host nodes are fixed.
• This method is known to force widespread
events deep within the cophylogenetic
reconstructions which often does not
accurately represent biology.

Set 4 [11]

148

78

Set 5 [12]

4

2

Set 6 [13]

9

8

Set 7 [14]

15

13

Set 8 [15]

122

55

Set 9 [16]

17

12

Fig 3: The association trees generated for the
tanglegram in Figure 2.

The association tress are solved using
failure to diverge and spread.
• The solutions for each associated tree are
mapped into the host tree.
• This step runs in O(n3) using a previously
implemented dynamic programming
algorithm. As there are O(n) association
pairs this process takes O(n4).

Introducing the Spread Event
To overcome the limitations caused by
only using the failure to diverge event
this research proposes leveraging the
spread event [6].
• A spread event represents a switch
between host lineages without a
divergence event. This event matches
known coevolutionary scenarios such as
the case where the same species of lice
often switch between different species of
penguins at joint breeding sites [7].

Fig 1: The spread event

(a)

Set 10 [17] 8

8

• These results show a reduction in the
minimum cost by 43%. This result
strengthens the argument of the spread
event as a viable method for reducing the
cost of a cophylogenetic reconstruction
where widespread parasites are permitted.

Further Work

Fig 4: Set of parasite leaf mapping sites

The initial parasite tree is then solved
using all O(n) permutations of the parasite
leaf nodes.
• This is completed using a Node Mapping
algorithm I have previously implemented
which runs in O(n3).
• Therefore the total running time for this
algorithm is O(n4) which is the first
polynomial solution solving this problem
using the spread event.

(b)

(c)

Fig 2: A tanglegram of a coevolving system including widespread parasites (a) and two
Pareto optimal reconstructions. The solution recovered by Jane (b) has a cost of 10. The
newly proposed algorithm recovers solution (c) with a cost of only 8.

An extension of this research is to consider the
more generalised case where widespread
parasitic events are not restricted to occurring
before other biological events. This would allow
for more biologically accurate solutions.

Conclusion
This research offers the first polynomial
solution capable of solving the widespread
cophylogeny reconstruction problem using
spread events. This result is a significant step
forward in the study of coevolving systems.
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